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INTRODUCTION
This study is intended to identify the business case for an imaginary web-based application, which will
connect to photo printing shops directly from mobile devices, seen through the perspective of the user
experience discipline. An attempt has been made to determine solutions to anticipated pitfalls of the
project as well.
The conceptual business introduced above, will be referred to as self-printie.com. The fictitious examples
and dummy names throughout this paper are used to make the study human-readable. In order to better
focus on the analysis and in order not to make it look like a scholarly paper required for some business
degree which is good for school environments only, any abstract discourse that may sound more
complicated has been avoided.
(Please note that this business idea is indeed taken seriously by the author of the study.)
DUMMY HISTORY, to be published in 2020
self-printie.com was founded by John Doe, a photographer, when he thought there should have been an
easier way of printing his own pictures taken by other people, when he was assigned on-location jobs.
Dummy anecdote
All that he was returning with was hundreds of high-resolution photos of beautiful women
captured at Copacabana beach, Rio, but with no evidence proving that he was the very hero
taking their pictures. During the rush of the shooting sessions, his assistants were sometimes
taking his photos using their own cell phones as well. But as far as he remembers, he hardly has
more than 10 such pictures of himself in any printed format, as the general fate of those digital
files is ending up in recycle bins. John knows the disadvantages of temporarily including personal
images in the drives he is to submit to his employers full well: it is time consuming to find and
remove a few images that should not be there in the first place and surviving the consequences is
much worse than time consuming, after even one wrong image has been submitted to the
employer.
Today, self-printie.com generates a revenue of CAD100.000/year and it is a low-maintenance website.
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THE STRATEGY PLANE – PRODUCT OBJECTIVES
John thought there should be lots of people who would want to have their selfies or other memories in a
tangible format as well, but the pace of the modern life style was preventing them from spending hours
for that. If a web-based application facilitated this, it surely would satisfy a need and that consequentially
would mean making money for the creator of that website.
So, the primary business objective for self-printie.com, is facilitating a photo printing service without
investing in machinery or equipment. As the name implies, it is only a website and nothing else.
In a nutshell, the revenue is generated when anyone prints any image using self-printie.com.
How this idea translates into revenue, is described below.
1. Upon registration, a free trial of 3 months begins. Anyone can use the service as many times as
he/she wants. However, every validation possible will be employed to disallow fake users.
2. One month before the expiry of the trial period, the user is reminded by an SMS that the service
will not be free one month later and paper documentation is mailed to his/her address. This is
essentially a contract written in legalese that needs to be signed and mailed back before the trial
period expires, which will confirm the registration to the service.
3. There will be 2 plans: Pay-before and Pay-as-you-print.
"Pay-before customers" will be paying a flat fee of CAD20 + tax per every 6 months, before the
term begins, and will have unlimited usage quotas during the period. In other words, they can use
this service to print as many photos as they want, as many times as they can.
"Pay-as-you-print" customers will be charged one dollar per transaction and they will be e-billed
once in every 6 months, at the end of the period.
4. Ads will be accepted.
5. Knowing that such small scale transactions create very few uncollectibles and given the reality
that there is no variable cost associated, self-printie.com will simply stop the service when no
payment is received and will blacklist the phone number. But not even one cent will be spent to
collect bad debts.
To my opinion, for all primary business objectives, there is only one real description: making money.
Again, I, for one, think that all secondary business objectives can be summarised in 3 words: making
more money, when the primary objective is making money only.
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No matter what John Doe says, other objectives such as providing a new service, filling a gap, making
people happy or you name it; all businesses have one same single goal at the end of the day: making
money, directly or indirectly. self-printie.com might have been founded with a target revenue of a few
hundred extra bucks a month, but John Doe will certainly not say "No," if a Googlesque giant wants to
purchase his website for a-hundred-thousand dollars one day.
The most naïve so-called secondary objective in this case, might be having his own pictures imprinted
more easily for John Doe.
John Doe, the site owner will start to measure how well the primary objective has been achieved one
year after the launch of self-printie.com. The criterion for success would be very realistic and easy-tomeet: at least 10 registered paying customers, no matter how much money has been collected.
However, by the end of the second year if his monthly revenue will not have exceeded 500 dollars, he
will discontinue the website. As long as he keeps making 500 dollars or more a month, he will keep the
service live online.
Secondary actual objective of selling the website, is something very easy to appraise: if someone buys the
website, say, for something more than 50K, mission will be accomplished. However, this process
certainly will not work like privatisation of public assets in Ontario: John Doe is not an Ontario politician
who would sell something that already generates 45K a year for 50K.
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THE STRATEGY PLANE – USER NEEDS
The people using this service, first of all, do not belong to any groups: from teenagers to seniors, from
people who survive thanks to the welfare system of Canada to those who renew their Mercedes 500s
every year, males females or LGBTQs; everyone with a smart phone forms the target market. Therefore,
there is no type of suitable person to characterise.
However, it is easier to identify the characteristics of groups that are very unlikely to use this service:
1. Those who cannot or will not provide street addresses. Such as the homeless or illegal foreigners.
2. Children or seniors who are unable to use the application.
3. Those who do not store any imprinted photos at all for various reasons, meaning people with no
family albums. These groups are unlikely to start having one just because self-printie.com is
launched.
4. People who frequently move from one place to another, with 2 suitcases in total. These people
think archiving or arching are some similar exotic words, used in crossword puzzles only.
5. The visually impaired.
6. People without smart phones.
Perhaps not its users, but its uses can be divided into a few categories, based on the needs this service will
be satisfying.
1. Acquiring imprinted photos, without having to go through the ordering process that can be
lengthy.
2. Ability to order prints of freshly-taken photos from anywhere at any time, as long as a cell phone
is present, which means almost always.
3. Convenience of ordering prints using a much less complicated software when compared to the
sophistication of currently available online tools. The default order button will simply send files
for prints, without questioning the user or providing a 25-step wizard. Without the proper use of
image editing software the quality may be poorer, but the worst imprint looks better than the one
that does not exist.
4. Very affordable 2 plans. Each usage costs less than the extra trip to the printing shop to place the
order, no matter which plan is chosen.
If each type of user were to be typified, this paper would be a smaller Facebook in pdf format, with some
thousand pages. For the sake of providing concrete examples, here are 2 very believable personas.
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Persona 1

Kevin
"When I was in Gatineau... I mean I may not have one
single photo about my days there but I ..."
Kevin wants to add at least a few of his own photos and those
of his family to their family albums, every month. However,
the reality is that whenever something really interesting takes place, there are no
photographers around and none of his pockets is filled with the equipment he displays in
the picture. He knows that those taken by cell phones remain in the cell phones, to be
deleted soon.
Age: 55
Occupation: Web Developer in Barrie, Ontario
Family: Married, living with his son and wife
Household income: $45,000 / year
Technical profile: An expert user of Web. Enjoys e-publishing his works. Limited cell phone user but he
can do it when he wants to. A frequent creator of photos.
Internet use: Spends almost all his time on the Net in front of a desktop computer. Has no data plan but
always carries a wi-fi capable smart device.
Favourite websites:
google.ca

stackoverflow.com

theglobeandmail.com
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Persona 2

Aiden
"The snapshots of the birthday party I went to may be
available on Facebook, but anything downloaded from there
look like s**t when they are imprinted."
Aiden wants to contribute to the family albums by his own photos
captured by his friends during their activities. Despite the photos
he and his friends are regularly taking, he is yet to come up with
one single printed material that his offspring can see some 100 years later, just like he can
now see his grand-grand-father's photos taken in 1930's.
Age: 13
Occupation: Student at a French Board school in Barrie, Ontario
Family: Single, living with his father and mother
Household income: $45,000 / year
Technical profile: A YouTube-o-maniac, an air cadet, a successful student. Has many friends he
frequently gathers together with.
Internet use: Spends a significant amount of his time on the Net, watching videos about how to play
video games. Has a smart phone but no data plan. However, he gets connected to the Net wherever and
whenever there is free w-fi.
Favourite websites:
youtube.ca

102squadron.com

mangafox.me
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THE SCOPE PLANE – FUNCTIONALITY
The product's high-level step-by-step functionality is as listed below.
1. An authenticated user opens the upload page of the application using a mobile device. Viewing
this page confirms that the street address of the user in the database is still valid.
2. All images to be printed can be uploaded to self-printie.com's database from there.
3. An optional (and very basic) image editing page opens upon request. In this page, photos can be
cropped or resized and then resaved. This page can be skipped. The default printing format is 6X4
inches, unless specified otherwise.
4. Upon confirmation, images are uploaded programmatically to the participating shops' websites,
such as Wal-Mart or Black and White. Participating stores means, those who deliver physical
pictures to physical addresses and charge the users when the delivery is made or those who allow
in-store pick-ups and charge the customers upon delivery of the photos, without even requiring the
use of any payment processing method on their web pages. (Wal-Mart Barrie does this.)
5. Customers own physical addresses are provided to the print shops but all customers have the same
email address: that of self-printie.com.
6. When self-printie.com receives automated emails from shops confirming that the pictures are
ready to pick-up or have been dispatched, it records the transaction as completed. Email is
forwarded to the user as well.
7. self-printie.com is not involved in payments for the prints process, by any means: users pay for
whatever they print directly to the participating vendors.
Some additional features can be sending prints to multiple physical addresses or providing a bilingual
user interface. Making any application bilingual is not a big deal, but the second language does not have
to be made available right from the start. It will certainly increase the potential clients: there are one
million Francophones in Ontario and some people in Quebec do not use English in their daily lives at all.
An additional feature that looks like a good idea at first glance can be payment processing on behalf of
vendors and paying for their services after charging the clients. The implementation of this idea is very
complicated and prone to larger issues in reality. This will defeat its own purpose of becoming a very
easy-to-use application in the first place and the launch of the website will be significantly delayed. It
may even kill the entire project. Moreover, one of the most attractive parts of this app from the consumers
perspective, is not having to provide any credit card credentials to start the trial period. Actually, asking
the credit card credentials as a new company, logarithmically decreases the number of potential clients.
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THE SCOPE PLANE – CONTENT
Since this idea can be implemented by constructing a relatively small and a mobile-only website, I think it
can be even a one-person project. (In fact, I am considering doing it!) That is why the responsibility
column has been deleted: John Doe will do everything. No big departments needed.
Page Title

Description

Content Type

HOME

PUBLIC PAGE THAT GIVES INFORMATION ABOUT THE
PRODUCT.
INCORPORATES REGISTRATION AND LOGIN BUTTONS.

TEXT
IMAGES
PHOTOS

REGISTRATION

UPON SUCCESSFUL REGISTRATION, PAGE
REDIRECTS TO WELCOME <USERNAME> PAGE
ALLOWS UPLOADS

TEXT
INTERACTIVE FORMS
TEXT
INTERACTIVE FORM
A VERY BASIC PHOTO
EDITING SOFTWARE

WELCOME
<USERNAME>
EDIT PHOTOS
(optional page, opens
upon request)
CONFIRMATION

ABOUT US

ENABLES CROPS AND RESIZING
PROVIDES INFORMATION ABOUT THE UPLOADED
PHOTOS, REQUESTS CONFIRMATION, UPON
CONFIRMATION, EMAILS ARE SENT, PHOTOS ARE
SENT TO PRINT SHOPS, USER IS REDIRECTED TO
HOME PAGE
PROVIDES DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT THE
OWNERSHIIP OF THE APPLICATION, MEANING NAME,
SURNAME, EMAIL, STREET ADDRESS, OWNER'S OWN
PHOTO, AND PHONE: ONE CANNOT COLLECT DATA
FROM OTHERS WITHOUT PROVIDING THAT OF HIS

TEXT

TEXT
IMAGES
PHOTOS
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THE STRUCTURE PLANE – INTERACTION DESIGN
The design and validations of the registration process of this application should be very seriously taken
and carefully handled. Since each fake registered user will be another minus for the business, utmost
attention should be given to that process in order to ensure that real people are being registered.
A high-level description of the authentication process during registration, is as follows.
The registration takes place in 2 stages, subject to very strong validations. First stage comprises the fields
listed below and how each field will be validated is described underneath them.
Form1 (Stage 1)
Name
Only alphabetical characters are accepted and after 3 obviously fake entry attempts,
such as "joe1", the website closes, the device will be blacklisted.

Surname
Only alphabetical characters are accepted and after 3 obviously fake entry attempts,
such as "123", the website closes, the device will be blacklisted.

Street Address
Very strong validations will be performed. Especially in the postal code section:
its validation will be run against the list of existing postal codes, not by using
regular expressions.
Any 3 validated-out entries results in device being blacklisted.

Phone Number
It is possible to register ONLY with the phone number that belongs to the device
being used for registration.
User types his/her phone number, only numbers are accepted, and once the form is
submitted, the user receives an SMS with a temporary pin that should be entered in
the Confirm Number field of Form2,

in 120 seconds. Or the pin expires.

Any 3 consecutive validated-out attempts, results in device being blacklisted.

Email
It is possible to register ONLY with an email account that can be immediately
accessed by the the device being used for registration.
User types his/her email, validations performed, and once the form is successfully
submitted, the user receives an email with a temporary pin that should be entered in
the Confirm Email field of Form2,

in 120 seconds. Or the pin expires.

Any 3 consecutive validated-out attempts, results in device being blacklisted.

Captcha

wwhaat is two plus two

A very easy captcha will be installed to stop the robots.
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Form2 (Stage 2)
Confirm Number
Temporary pin for phone number that came with SMS, is entered here.

Confirm Email
Temporary pin for email that was emailed, is entered here.
Any 3 consecutive mismatching submissions, results in device being blacklisted for
both fields.

(There should also be an advanced blacklisting system which should be carefully planned.)
When Form2 is submitted, the entries are verified and if they match the ones sent to the user, the user is
registered. The user receives a system-generated password that can be changed later. Usernames are
phone numbers and cannot be changed.
Another company policy is not to collect any irrelevant information such as birth date or sex. The
company policy about information collection, is knowing no more than absolutely required.
In fact, the strongest validation takes place after the trial period: the paper documentation sent to the street
addresses must be signed and snail-mailed back to self-printie.com. If no papers are received, that account
is blacklisted.
The uploading feature allows only .jpg files that are not larger than 5mb each. No more than 50 files per
user allowed in any given day.
Post upload
If any vendor emails a warning about ordered prints not picked up, the user account is suspended until the
pictures are picked up.
Final words about securing the business.
It should be noted that no big bucks are involved and not many fake users or scammers should be
expected. Abusing this service cannot technically add one single cent into anyone's bank account.
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THE STRUCTURE PLANE – INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE
Task-oriented blueprint of the application.
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